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- Marketing of fiber optic cables throughout Germany
- More than 120 locations for your transmission technology
- Participation in “high bitrate access in underserved 		

Bayreuth

Karlsruhe

Connected nationwide:
The WINGAS Fiber
Optic Network.

territories”
- Numerous connections and coupling options to other 		
network operators
- Around-the-clock monitoring and service

WINGAS GmbH

- Project implementation as one-stop shopping

Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 160

- Decades of experience in fiber optic technology

34119 Kassel, Germany
phone: +49 561 301-1446

Munich
Memmingen Landsberg
Bodensee

Salzburg

We will be happy to send you detailed line

fax:

section maps on request:

info_lwl@wingas.de

info_lwl@wingas.de

www.wingas.de

+49 561 301-1884

concept & design: CREAVIVA GmbH & Co. KG · www.creaviva.de

Bielefeld

Oliver Marker, Telecommunications Sales Manager

WINGAS Fiber Optic Cables.
Communication that makes its mark.

You demand security.

We provide the

Beate Kuchta, Telecommunications Sales Manager

We combine experience with high-tech.
Even if fiber optic technology does pose highly complex challenges – at the
end of the day everything has to be quite simple: you need efficient
communication! And we know how to make it possible.

Well established
expertise
- Decades of experience in
fiber optic technology

We provide the entire spectrum.

Full availability

Guaranteed security

We are online 24/7.

Where processes have to run smoothly and seamlessly, data transport must not slow

- A Germany-wide network

- 24/7 monitoring and

Anyone who wants to maintain partnerships, has to ensure that the

down the workflow – neither with transmission capacities nor with the development of

- Repeater sites and POP

new network structures.

Germany

- Pioneer on the German
WINGAS has been laying fiber optic cables to monitor its natural gas pipelines since 1991. In 1996 we began to expand the network continuously and
we were one of the first German companies to market free fiber optic cable
capacities. Our partnership with renowned European telecommunications
companies supplements our expertise in this technology of the future.

fiber optic cable market

Our nationwide fiber optic network connects you with all relevant economic regions.

- Highly motivated and well

Via cooperation projects with numerous national and international carriers, we imple-

trained employees

locations throughout

ment the full range, from regional rings right up to cross-border infrastructure projects.

- Simple implementation as
one-stop shopping

network management

connection is in place. Uninterrupted, fast, reliable.

- Nationwide network of
service partners
- Regular aerial monitoring
of our cable lines

This is why security is our number one priority. Our fiber optic cables run
underground parallel with the natural gas pipelines – and this gives them
special protection. All connections are regularly inspected, both from
land and from the air. Our monitoring and fault management can be

We support you from planning through to technical implementation. Both as a central

reached around the clock via the WINGAS Customer Service Center.

contact partner in one-stop shopping and in our cooperation with several operators.

365 days a year.

